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BayesACT, a generalisation of Affect Control Theory (ACT), combines affective reason-
ing with expected utility maximization (rationality) [4]. BayesACT allows for the creation
of agents that are both emotionally guided and goal-directed. We have simulated BayesACT
agents in the Iterated Networked Prisoner’s Dilemma (INPD), and shown that four out of five
known properties of human play in the INPD [3] are replicated by these socio-affective agents.
In contrast, previously used imitation-based agents are only able to replicate one of the five
properties.

The five properties described by Grujić et al. [3] are as follows. First, human play is in-
variant to network structure. Second, global cooperation rates decline over time, but remain
non-zero. Third, cooperation is anti-correlated with reward. Fourth, most humans exhibit
“moody conditional cooperative” behaviour, and fifth, human play is stratified into four major
groups. We compared BayesACT agents (as defined in [1]) to standard imitative strategies [7]
across a range of different network structures and payoff matrices.

For each test, 169 agents of one type (i.e. BayesACT or imitation) were arranged on a
static network to play the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma with their neighbours. These games
each lasted for 60 individual rounds (or iterations), a number comparable to those of the largest
human studies [3]. For each setting of our test parameters, 20 independent games were played,
resulting in 3060 total simulations. Each round, agents chose between cooperation and defec-
tion and relayed that choice to each of their partners (network neighbours).

Testing was performed for three different network types (Grid, and Erdös-Rényi for two
densities) and three different reward matrices. Additionally, each of the two agents tested
had their own unique parameters. In the case of BayesACT, we chose to vary the initial EPA
distribution between the original set as presented by [4] and one measured in a human study
by [6]. We also applied several different timeouts (0, 1, and 10 seconds) to BayesACT’s Monte
Carlo search. For the imitation-based agents, we varied q, the probability of randomly selecting
any neighbour instead of the highest scorer, from 0% to 100% in 10% intervals. A larger
value of q therefore reduces the tendency of the network to settle, but introduces more erratic
behaviour.

Ultimately, it was found that, compared to imitation-based agents, BayesACT agents dis-
played as emergent properties more of the human qualities identified by [3] in the INPD. In
particular, we observed the human behaviours of network structure invariance, anti-correlation
of cooperation and reward, player type stratification, and (in 2/3 of the cases we have con-
sidered) moody conditional cooperation (MCC), while imitation-based agents displayed only
MCC. Full results may be found in [5]. Our work moves a step closer to reproducing human
behaviour in the INPD, and may find application both in domains that require human-like be-
haviour, and those that probe human reasoning. Our future work involves comparisons with
additional agent models (e.g. [2]), and application to other networks.
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